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In 2001, Phil Elverum cemented his spot in indie lore as the guy

who wrote The Glow Pt. 2. He recorded the album as The

Microphones, a name which has only grown in fanatical acclaim

over the years. It is an album so wrapped up in critical fawning that

it has become a sub-radar generational landmark.

The album, much like the rest of Elverum’s work, is characterized

by extreme polarity that constantly ducks characterization –

achingly sparse ambient folk music and maximalist, searing lo-fi

experimentation that reflect and play off one another. Elverum’s

introspective lyrics are at times just barely whispered into your ear,

as though he were afraid anyone else would hear. His voice can be

haunting and bare or, at times, buried beneath lush acoustic guitar

or squalling distortion.

Pitchfork selected The Glow Pt. 2 as their top album of 2001, and

critics have continued to laud his current experimental project,

Mount Eerie, which released two excellent albums last year, Clear

Moon and Ocean Roar. Still, Elverum, a native of the sleepy town

Anacortes, Washington, has maintained a low profile.

Now, more than ten years after its release, Elverum’s label imprint

P.W. Elverum & Sun is giving The Glow Pt. 2 the vinyl reissue

treatment. Recently, Manik Music caught up with Elverum to

discuss the recording of the The Glow Pt. 2, its impact on musicians
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today, and his relationship with his native Washington.

Manik Music: You’re in the process of reissuing all of your

Microphones albums on vinyl. Why right now?

Phil Elverum: No special occasion.  They have been in and out of
print for the last decade, and, since I am now running my own label
thing, P.W. Elverum & Sun, I am in a good position to self-release
them all and devote a little more attention to keeping them
available than K Records has been.

MM: A different version of The Glow Pt 2 was reissued in

2007 with studio odds and ends. What was the process of

culling that material together?

PE: The material already existed, just as remnants of the recording
of the album, or, in some cases, new partial “revealing” mixes I
made in 2007 that showcased isolated portions of the songs.
 ”Destroyed versions” is what I called them.  There was a lot of
ephemera that wasn’t part of the actual album that felt interesting
enough to include, but, now that I’m releasing a more permanent
“posterity” version, I am removing that stuff because I think it’s
ultimately distracting from the feeling of the album as a cohesive
thing.

MM: How do you relate to the album now, more than ten

years after its release?

PE: I don’t listen to it.  When I do hear parts, I still like them,
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mostly.  It is far enough ago that it seems like another person’s
music, not mine.  I don’t feel those feelings now, and I wouldn’t
write those songs.  The world seems different to me now.  As for the
actual sounds, when I hear them, I reminisce about those early
mornings alone in the cool studio as a 22-year-old and picture the
light coming through the big windows.

MM: What was the writing process like for the album?
What do you think, to this day, makes this album stand
out to listeners?

PE: For me the writing process is always simultaneous with the
recording process.  It’s all studio experimentation.  I learn to play
the songs later, or not at all.

I don’t know why it stands out to listeners now still.  It’s hard to not
ascribe some of that mythologization to the almost arbitrary whims
of music review website/magazine editors and the random albums
that get canonized every year.  I am grateful for the attention and
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for the fact that I have been able to make music and art for so long,

but I know for a fact that the idea that albums are “good” or “bad”

or “essential” or not is a total myth that can usually be purchased

by getting a more expensive publicist.  I mean, it’s not always like

that, but usually.  I don’t mean to sound bitter, I’m just being real.

 I definitely feel lucky to be appreciated.  Maybe 2001 was a special

time before the new internet-based attention coercion economy

became so advanced, and I was lucky to slip upward through the

cracks.

MM: Did recording with

K Records and the

Olympia scene that came

along with it affect the

music you were writing at

the time? Or was what

you were doing

completely divorced from that?

PE: K and Olympia were a major part of what I was doing.  I lived

there and hung out at K every day doing different projects and was

super involved in all kinds of things.  Still though, within that world

I was doing my thing alone.  I wrote and recorded alone in the in

between spaces between other projects, and I feel like I was the

only one doing that solitary experimental recording then, at least at

Dub Narcotic Studio.  Most everything else was bands playing.  I

had this internal sound world I was building and was secretive

about it, and it was thrilling that K was interested in releasing it

once they heard what I had been working on.
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MM: What was it like being an upandcoming musician in

Washington postNirvana? Were there certain

expectations placed on you?

PE: Nirvana ended in 1994.  I came out with my first CD in 1999.
 So much happened between those years culturally.  I’m probably a
few brief cultural generational steps beyond whatever effect
Nirvana might have had.  By the time I was making stuff, it was just
a given that everyone in the world knew that making music on a
DIY raw scale was a totally valid path.  Maybe the expectation
became “well, so what do you actually have to say?”

MM: You can hear bits and pieces of your work in a lot of

different places. Have you ever stopped to think about the

way it has impacted other musicians?

PE: I haven’t put much thought into how/if my work has
influenced other musicians.  It’s disorienting to try to stretch my
brain out into that possibility,and it’s especially alienating to hear
some of the ways my stuff echoes back to me via other peoples’ stuff
(when they explicitly tell me I’m an influence).  I’ve found it’s better
to create in my bubble.

MM: The Glow Pt. 2 has been a critic’s favorite for years.
Have you felt certain expectations to outdo it?

PE: Not really, but I don’t read that many reviews or anything.
 Maybe people write stuff like that but I don’t know.  I am always
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trying to outdo every moment anyway, just as a way of life.

MM: Why Washington after all this time? Have you ever

considered moving to a larger locale where more buzz

could be generated, say, Brooklyn?

PE: That’s a funny question.  I am from here (Anacortes, Wash.).

 It is home.  I want to have a life that is enjoyable and this place

feels good to me.  I don’t want to make choices based on buzz.  I

want to live free and make weird shit.  Thanks for the invitation to

Brooklyn though.  I’ll continue to enjoy it as a spectator.

MM: Has your relationship to Anacortes changed over the

years, moving from the Microphones to the present?  

PE: Yes, for sure.  When I moved away to live in Olympia and
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Share this:

record those Microphones albums, Anacortes became a really

dreamy version of itself, like a golden Valhalla a few hours north

with fresher air and wild wind and Mount Erie and stuff.  Now,

having lived back here for over ten years, it is not so much a dream

as it is a cool day-to-day living place.  I know the routines of the

workers at the post office and the grocery store.

 

MM: What’s the future for The Microphones moniker?

Has it been fully retired?

PE: Yes, probably done for good.  Of course, fucking with

assumptions is kind of irresistible and fun to me, so who knows?

For the most uptodate info on The Microphones album reissues,
Mount Eerie, and the people at the post office in Anacortes, Wash.,
follow Phil Elverum on Twitter.
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